
Lost and Found by Oliver Jeffers 

Reasons for selection and synopsis 

There once was a boy… and one day a penguin arrives on his 
doorstep. The boy decides the penguin must be lost and tries to 
return him. But no one seems to be missing a penguin. So the boy 
decides to take the penguin home himself, and they set out in his 
row boat on a journey to the South Pole. 

But when they get there, the boy discovers that maybe home 
wasn’t what the penguin was looking for after all… 
 
Lost and Found is a gorgeous and uplifting story about friendship. 
Your children will love it. 
 
Before reading… 

Ask the children to look at the front cover. What do you think the 
book will be about? What things can you see on the front cover?  

What sort of story will it be? Who might enjoy it? 

Who might be lost?  

Predict what you think might happen in the story. 

 

 

The following questions are designed as 
prompts only – allow the children to come up 
with their own questions and ideas. They will 
be much more engaged this way! 

 

 

 

 

 

  



 

 

 

 

Double Pages 1 and 2 

Vocabulary Why do you think Jeffers starts with ‘Once’? 

Infer  How do you think the boy felt when he found a penguin at his 
door? 

How old is the boy? 

What is strange about the boy being there? 

Predict  Predict what the penguin wants. 

Predict why the penguin is sad. 

Explain  Explain why Jeffers doesn’t put too much on one page. 

Retrieve Who is at the door? 

How does the penguin look? 

Summarise  Write a short diary entry as the boy, when a penguin turns up at 
his door. 

 

 

 

 

 

Double Pages 3 and 4 

Vocabulary Why do you think Jeffers says ‘some birds’? 

What is disappointment? Why is the boy feeling disappointment? 

Infer  What does the boy deciding to help the penguin, tell you about 



his character? 

How can you tell a full day has passed? 

Predict  Predict how else the boy will try to help the penguin. 

Explain  Where does the boy take the penguin? 

Retrieve What happened at the lost and found office? 

Why did the birds ignore the boy? 

What happened when the boy asked his duck? 

Summarise  Think of another emotion the boy might be feeling – sum it up in 
one word. Explain your choice. 

 

 

 

 

Double Pages 5 and 6 

Vocabulary What word shows you the boy didn’t already know where 
penguins come from? 

What’s a harbour? 

Infer  How did the boy find out where penguins come from? 

Why didn’t the boat take them? 

How do you think they tested the strength of the boat? 

Do you think the penguin likes the boy? Why? 

Predict  Predict how the boy will try to get to the South Pole. 

Explain  Explain the effect of the penguin not saying anything to this 
point? 

Retrieve Where does the boy go? 

Where are penguins from? 



How can you tell the boat is big? 

Summarise  Write the boy’s ‘to do list’ for these pages. 

 

Double Pages 7 and 8 

Vocabulary What language technique is ‘as big as mountains’? 

Infer  How can you tell time is passing? 

Why do you think the boy told stories all the way? 

Predict  Predict if they’ll get through the storm. 

Explain  Why do you think Jeffers includes bad and good weather? 

Retrieve Why do they row south? 

How big were the waves? 

Summarise  Write some dialogue for these two pages. Don’t use more than 
forty words. 

 

Double Pages 9 and 10 

Vocabulary Why was the boy ‘delighted’? What synonyms can you think of 
for this word? 

Infer  Why do you think the penguin looked sad again? 

Why do you think the penguin looks sadder than ever? 

Predict  Predict what they’ll find in the South Pole after Double Page 9. 

Explain  Do you feel sorry for the penguin? How has Jeffers achieved this? 

Retrieve How did they know they’d reached the South Pole? 

Summarise  Write an internal monologue for the penguin of no more than 
three sentences. 

 

Double Pages 11 and 12 



Vocabulary Why did it feel ‘strange’ to be on his own? 

What word shows the boy was in a rush? 

Infer  What does the boy realise about the penguin? 

What happens when the boy heads back to the South Pole? 

Predict  Predict if they will be reunited. 

Explain  How does Jeffers use ellipsis here? 

Retrieve What emotions does the boy go through on Double Page 11? 

Why couldn’t the boy find the penguin? 

How does he look for him? 

Summarise  Summarise the boy’s thought processes in these pages by 
drawing an emotion graph. 

 

Double Pages 13 and 14 

Vocabulary  

Infer   

Predict   

Explain   

Retrieve  

Summarise   

 

Double Pages 13 and 14 

Vocabulary Why does the boy ‘sadly’ set off? 

Infer  What do you think the boy hopes he can see? 

Predict  Predict after Double Page 13, what the boy can see. 

Explain  How does Jeffers use white on Double Page 13? 



Why does Jeffers only use two words on the last page? 

Retrieve Why does the boy leave? 

Why doesn’t he tell tales? 

Summarise  Summarise the whole story in less than 50 words. 

 

 


